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Corian® Solid Surface 2024 New Colours



Corian® Solid Surface Calacatta Greige

Inspired by 
Nature’s Canvas
Inspired by the timeless, majestic, and awe-inspiring beauty of nature,  
the latest colours from Corian® Solid Surface bring captivating style to  
any environment. Just as a skilled painter or sculptor meticulously crafts 
their masterpieces on canvas or clay, designers utilize Corian® Solid Surface  
to create their visions, shaping spaces with a touch of natural elegance  
and creativity.

Many of the new colours of Corian® Solid Surface contain recycled 
content, which means you can make a positive impact on your designs  
and the environment. 

The Nature’s Canvas portfolio includes the landscape-inspired Terrain 
Collection; calming and fluid aesthetics from the Artista Collection;  
iconic stone looks from the Geologic Collection; Terrazzo looks with 
contemporary, classic colours set in light, neutral backgrounds;  
and fresh and inspiring aesthetics from the Atmosphere collection.

Influenced by land, water, and air, the new colours from Corian® Design 
capture the best of nature to create fresh and modern looks in every space.   
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STONECREST 
SMOKE
This marble- and stone-inspired 
aesthetic is bursting with deep and 
light greys in a cool white background. 
It symbolizes the intensity of both  
land and sea, exuding nature at its 
most daring.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm

Corian® Solid Surface Stonecrest Smoke (worktop)

The sample shown is true to scale. 
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE GEOLOGIC COLLECTION



CALACATTA 
GREIGE
A beautiful synthesis of classic 
Calacatta and stone aesthetics  
with the quiet power of flowing  
beige and grey veins on a warm  
white background for a timeless look.

Corian® Solid Surface Calacatta Greige (worktop and routed 
sides and splashback) and Corian® Solid Surface Cameo White 
(integrated sink)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE GEOLOGIC COLLECTION



ARTISTA MIST
As though appearing from a
soothing vapour, cloudlike white
veins and particles complement
a neutral blue-grey background to 
envelop any space with a sense  
of ease and calm.

Corian® Solid Surface Artista Mist (desk) and  
Corian® Solid Surface Bleached Nuwood (back wall)

*

The sample shown is true to scale. 

*Contains recycled content, pending certification.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE ARTISTA COLLECTION



ARTISTA SAGE
Inspired by herbs, a soft and neutral 
sage green background is accented 
with grey veining and particles,  
inviting a sense of nature at its most 
soothing into interior spaces.

Corian® Solid Surface Artista Sage  
(elevator door surround, planter, and routed side wall) 

*

The sample shown is true to scale. 

*Contains recycled content, pending certification.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE ARTISTA COLLECTION



EXCAVAGE
Geologic in inspiration, various-sized
particles of charcoal, warm grey,  
and warm white are scattered within 
the light grey background to create  
a look that is natural in appeal and
visually enticing.

Corian® Solid Surface Excavage (table)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

These colours have been certified by SCS Global Services to have one of three minimum levels of pre-consumer recycled material: 6%, 10%, or 14%.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE TERRAIN COLLECTION



STONIQUE
A classic white background supports 
warm-hued and subtly translucent 
particles for an aesthetic that is similar 
to stone glistening in the light.

Corian® Solid Surface Stonique (vanity) 

The sample shown is true to scale. 

These colours have been certified by SCS Global Services to have one of three minimum levels of pre-consumer recycled material: 6%, 10%, or 14%.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE TERRAIN COLLECTION



LAGUNA 
TERRAZZO
Cool and modern, Laguna Terrazzo 
comes alive with warm blue particles 
in a light-coloured background for a 
contemporary vibe. Designed as  
both a standalone colour and  
to coordinate beautifully with  
Corian® Solid Surface Laguna.

Corian® Solid Surface Laguna Terrazzo (vanity),  
Corian® Solid Surface Laguna (wall behind vanity), and  
Corian® Solid Surface Glacier White (integrated basins)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

These colours have been certified by SCS Global Services to have one of three minimum levels of pre-consumer recycled material: 6%, 10%, or 14%.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE TERRAZZO COLLECTION



PEPPERED 
TERRAZZO
An exciting aesthetic with black, grey, 
and tan particulates that elevate the 
look of the neutral colours. Peppered 
Terrazzo traverses classic and 
contemporary design styles.

Corian® Solid Surface Peppered Terrazzo (worktop) and 
Corian® Solid Surface Provence Nuwood (counter front)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

These colours have been certified by SCS Global Services to have one of three minimum levels of pre-consumer recycled material: 6%, 10%, or 14%.

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE TERRAZZO COLLECTION



CIRRUS WHITE
Cirrus White offers a quiet sense of 
natural wonder. The white, wispy 
cloudlike appearance conjures pure, 
early light with soft strokes of veining 
and light-catching particles that add 
luminosity to the overall aesthetic. It is 
a look that brings softness to a space 
and suggests a pause moment to 
breathe in the calm.

Corian® Solid Surface Cirrus White (worktop, splashback,  
and side wall)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE ATMOSPHERE COLLECTION



NATURAL 
GRAY
Moody elegance and a transition 
from day to night is infused in Natural 
Gray. A colour and aesthetic that is 
simultaneously of the earth and sky, 
grounded and ethereal.  The subtle 
veining flows smoothly through the 
surface, which is further enhanced with 
minute, reflective particles. The overall 
look is contemporary and unique yet 
timeless and graceful as it transcends 
specific style definitions.

Corian® Solid Surface Natural Gray (shower walls & base)

The sample shown is true to scale. 

365 x 76 cm

12 mm
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE ATMOSPHERE COLLECTION



KEY FEATURES OF CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

NEW AESTHETICS
The new colours of Corian® Solid Surface are more than beautiful aesthetics. 
They embody a surface that removes the limit between design dreams 
and design realities. With the ability to heat and mould the surface into 
new shapes, drill and cut into the surface to display beautiful designs and 
backlight —endless design capabilities are permitted. If you can dream it,  
you can create it with Corian® Solid Surface.  

INSPIRED BY NATURE’S CANVAS

STONECREST SMOKECALACATTA GREIGE

CIRRUS WHITE NATURAL GRAY

These colours have been certified by SCS Global Services to have one of  
three minimum levels of pre-consumer recycled material: 6%, 10%, or 14%.

14106

*Contains recycled content, pending certification.

STONIQUE EXCAVAGE

PEPPERED TERRAZZOLAGUNA TERRAZZO

ARTISTA MIST *ARTISTA SAGE *

HYGIENIC & EASY 
TO CLEAN

REPAIRABLE 
& RENEWABLE

SUSTAINABLEDESIGN FREEDOM SOFT & WARM

SCAN THE CODE TO DISCOVER THE FULL PALETTE OF 
CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE COLOURS AND AESTHETICS
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACECORIAN® SOLID SURFACE
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DuPont Specialty Products USA, LLC (DuPont) is a solid surfaces, quartz surfaces and high-performance porcelain manufacturer that inspires creative 
design. DuPont is not in the business of architecture, engineering, or performing installations. This information corresponds to DuPont’s current knowledge 
on the subject. The images (photos and/or computer-generated images) included in this publication intend to be simply a source of inspiration in terms of 
style, trends, colours, colour combinations. It is offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own determinations. It is not intended, however, to 
substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes. This information 
may be subject to revision as new knowledge and experience becomes available. DUPONT MAKES NO WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND 
AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THIS INFORMATION. Nothing in this publication is to be considered 
as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patent, trademark or copyright.

Printed representation of colours may vary from actual samples. Please view actual sample before purchasing.

© 2024 DuPont. All rights reserved. DuPont™, Corian®, Make Your Space™ and all trademarks and service marks denoted with TM, SM or ® are owned by affiliates 
of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. unless otherwise noted. 

Corian® Design, a division of the DuPont company, is a global organization 
that creates, manufactures, and markets advanced materials, products,  
and solutions for interior design and architecture, originating from  
a foundation of world-class technologies and expertise.

Marketed under the Corian® brand and the Make Your Space™ mantra,  
its materials, products, and solutions address the most demanding 
requirements in terms of beauty, functionality, and durability.

To learn more about Corian® Design:
corian.uk

Linkedin.com/company/corian-design   Facebook.com/CorianDesign   Instagram.com/CorianDesign 

NOT SURE WHICH COLOUR TO CHOOSE? 
To experience our surfaces in your space, download the  
Corian® Design Visualizer on the App Store and Google Play.


